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The purpose of this paper is to use a fixed point theorem of Edelstein 
[5] in order to obtain a theorem of best approximation, Further fixed point 
theorl;!ms will be inferred. 

Let C be a nonempty closed convex subset of a uniformly convex 
Banach space X and aeX; then there exists a unique point P(a)tC closest 

to a, i.e. 

UP(a)-all =inf ii x-aH =: d(a, C) 
XeC 

(e.g., see [3, p. 2:2]). The map P: X-+C is called the proximity map. If Xis 
a Hilbert space then Pis a nonexpansive map [4, theorem 3]. 

Proposition 1. If f: C-+X is a map from C into X and u is a fixed 
point of Po f, then · 

II u-f(u) II =d (f(u), C). 

Various authors combine this p~oposition with known fixed point 
theorems to obtain criteria for the existence of a point u for which 

II u--f (u) II =d(f (u), C); from this best approximation results they get 
further fixed poiut theorems ([1]; [2], [6], [7], [8], [9]). 

In this note, using the same idea, we combine proposition 1 with the 
fixed point theorem [S, theorem 2]of of Edelstein to obtain a criterion for 
the existence of a point ueC of minimal dis.tance fromf (u) for a given map 
f: C-+X (theorem 1). From this result a fixed point theorem (theorem 3) 
will be deduced. Our results general;ze theorems by Singh and Watson 
[9, theorem 5 and theorem 6] and by Schoneberg [9, theorem 6]. 

First we recall the notion ofthe asymptotic center of a sequence {un}, 
which is essential in [5]. Let {un} be a bounded sequence in .C. Define 

rm (y~:=sup {Ii Uk~Y II : _k>mj (veX). 
It is known. that th.ere exists a unique pointcmeC such that 

r,,, (cin)=inf{rm (yEC}. 
Edelstein [S, theorem 1] proves .that {c111} converges fo a point ueC 

called the asymptotic center of {u,,j with respect to C. The following result 
due to Eddstein will be used in our theorem. 

* This work was financed ty Tunds of M. P. I. of Italy. 
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Theorem 1. (Edelstein [5, theorem 2]). Let f: C-+C be a map from 
C into C and let xi:C be such that the sequence defined by Un =fn(x) is 
bounded. Denote by u the asymptotic center of {un} with respect to C. 
Suppose that there exists a positive integer n0 and neighborhood V of u 
in C such that 

n f"(x)-f(v)ft < HJk-1 (x)-vlt (k>n 0 , vEV). 

Then f (u)=u. 

Now from proposition 1 and theorem 1 it follows immediately : 
Theorem 2. Let f: C-+X be a map 'from C into X and let xi:C be 

such that the eequence defined b; Un :=(Po f)• (x) is bounded. Denote by 
u the asymptotic center of {un} with respect to C. Suppose that there exists 
a positive integer n0 and a neighbourhood V of u such that 

H (Po f)" (x)-(P o j)(l') 11 ~ 11 (Po f )k-1 (x)-v :1 

for all integers k>no and all vi:VnC. Then u is a fixed point of Po f and 
II u-f (u) II =d (f (u', C). 

Theorem 3. Let X be a Hilbert space andf: C-+X a continuous map 
such thatf(C) is bounded. Suppose that for every xi:C there is a positive 
integer n=n(x) such that 

11 P of)" (xl-(P o j )k (y) 11 <; 11 (Po J)k-i (x)-(P o J)k-1 (y) 11 
for all integers k>n and all yi:C. Then there exists a fixed point u of Po f 
and II u-f (u) I\ =d(f(u), C). 

Proof. Since the map Pis nonexpansive, the closed convex hull 

B:=co (Po f) (C) is bounded and Po f is continuous. Therefore, by 
[5, corollary] the map Po jjB: B-+B has a fixed point ui:B. Hence one 
obtaine as in proposition 1 

II u-f(u) II= !iP (j(u)-)f(u) II =d(f(u), C). 

If f is nonexpansive and Xis a Hilbert space, then (Po J)" is non ex
pansive for every positive inte-ger k. Therefore, from theorem 3, one gets the 
following of Singh and Watson. 

Corollary 1. (Singh and Watson [9, theorem 5]). Let X be a Hilbert 
space and f: c~x be a nonexpansive map rnch that f ( C) is bounded. Then 
there exists a point ui:C such that 

1t u-f (u) B =d (f (u), C). 
Remark. Lt can happen that Po f is nonexpansive while f is not : 

take, e.g.f: [O, 1]--+R,f(x)=2x+1. Here the assumptions of theorems 1 and 
2 are satisfied, but not those of corollary I. 

Until now we have studied conditions for the existence of a point ui:C 
with 11 u-J (u) U =d (f (u), C). We will now study how to get fixed point 
theorems from such results. The following lemma formalizes the method 
just used in the proof of [9, theorm 6]. 
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Lemma. Let X be a Hilbert space andf: c ... x a map; let u, yeC be 
such that u is a fixed point of Po f and II f (u)-y U < II u-y II, Then u is a 
fixed point off. 

Proof. The segment S:={y+t(u-y) : !E [O, 1]} is contained in C and 
from II u-f(u) II= II (Pof)(u)-f(u) II =d(f(u), C), it follows that d(f(u), 
S)~ I! u- f (u) J =d( f (u), C) < d\ f(u), S), i. e. 

II u-f(u II =d( (f(u), S). • •. (1) 

The segment S joins the center y of Band the point u .of the boundary 

0B. But, since Xis a Hilbert space, for every point ZEB/ {u} we have I! z-u II 
r-d(z,S), and so thanks to (I), we conclude u=f(u). 

Theorem 4. Let X be a Hilbert space and suppose that the assump· 
tions either in theorem 2 or in theorem 3 or in corollary 1 are satisfied. 
Assume further that there is an element yEC such that II f (x)-y II < 

II x-y !I for every XE(JC. Then f has a fixed point. 

Proof. Our hypotheses imply that the map Po fhas a fixed point UEC 

and ;1 u-f(u) II =d(f(u), C). Suppose that f (u)~C. Then UEcC, hence 
II f (u)-·Y ll ~ II u-y II and, by the lemma, f (u) = UEC. lf f (u)EC, then 

f (u)= (Po f )(u) =U. 

Theorem 4 contains the following result by Scho~eberg. 
Corollary 2. (Srngh and Watson [9, theorem 6]). Let X be Hilbert 

space and/: C-+X a nonexpansive map such that/ (C) is bounded. Assume 
further that there is an element yEC such that ii f (x)-y 1; ~II x-y II for 
eve.iy XE()C. Then f has a fixed point. 

Proposition 2. Let Br (r> 0) be the closed ball in X with center at 
the origin and radius r. Let f: Br-+-X be a map with the property that 

"if f (x) =ax for some x on the boundary of Br then a<; 1.'' 

Then, if u is a fixed point of Po f, u is also a fixed point off. 

Proof. By proposition 1 we have II u-f (u) II =d ( f (u), Rr)• Therefore 
it is enough to prove that f (u)EBr. Suppose that f (u) ~Hr. Then u is on the 
boundary of Br and/ (u)=ax for some a>O. By assumption a~l and 
therefore f ( u) = auEBr. 

From proposition 2 one can obtain fixed point theormes under condi .. 
tions which imply a fixed point for Po f, e.g. under the assumption either 
theorem 2 or theorem 3 or corollary 1. lf one assumes as in corollary 1 that 
Xis a Hilbert space and f is a nonexpansive map, then one obtains 

from propos1t10n 2 the theorem by Singh and Watson [9, theorem 8]. 
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